GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI
DELHI SUBORDINATE SERVICES SELECTION BOARD
FG.18, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, KARKARDOOMA, DELHI.92
No. F.1

(37 4)

/ CC-II / DSSSB / 201e / e010-1e

Dated:-29 /

05

/

2020

SUPPLEMENTARY RESULT NOTICE NO. 985
WARDER (Only for male)
In Delhi Prison Department,
Post Code 62lls

1.

The DSSSB vide its advertisement no. 01/15 with closing date 26/71,/2015 had
advertised 152 vacancies (UR-51, OBC-34, SC-35, ST-32 including 54 EXSM) for the
Post of Warder under post code 62/75 in Delhi Prison Department. The Board had
conducted Physical Endurance Test (PET) for the applicants of the post code from
04/02/2019 to 15/03/2019 (34 days) at Chhatrasal Stadium, Model Town, Ring
Road, Delhi-110009.

2.

The DSSSB vide Result Notice No. 827 dated 11/10 /2019 and Result Notice No. 843
dated 25/1-1,/2019 has provisionally selected 99 candidates for the Post of Warder
under post code 62/75 in Delhi Prison Department.

3.

Subsequently, vide Candidature Cancellation Notiie No. 901, 902, gO3, gO4, gO5, 906
and 907 dated 13/02/2020 candidature of 07 candidates (UR-06, SC-01), who were
earlier selected in their respective categories vide Result Notice No. 827 dated
77/70/2079, were cancelled and rescinded therefore 07 vacancies (UR-05, SC-01)
arose in the post code 62/75.

4.

In the PET conducted, out of 63770 candidates only 10254 candidates appeared for
PET. Further from the 10254 present candidates only 2969 candidates could qualify

the PET. The candidates having roll numbers

2880027589, 2880052725 and

2880055603 belongs to OBC (Outsiders) thus were considered in UR Category. These
03 candidates were overage in UR category ther€fore not eligible for shortlisting for

written examination in UR Category.

5.

6.

On qualifying PET, vide notice no. 779 dated 30/04/2019, 2966 candidates were
provisionally allowed to appear for written examination for post code 62/1.5, subject
to correctness of the information furnished by the candidates in their online
application forms. Out of these 2966 candidates, 2501 candidates appeared in written
examination held on27 /06/2019.
Now in view of cancellation/rescindment of candidature of 07 candidates (UR-06,
SC-01) on the basis of written examination Tier I held on 27/06/2019 and having
being found provisionally eligible as per documents uploaded in support of
educational qualificatiort, age, etc. in accordance with the advertisement number
07/201,5 and RRs for the Post of Warder under Post Code 62/75 in Delhi Prison
Department, the following candidates are hereby provisionally nominated as per
their meriU

UR Category:-05

OBC Category:-01
11150500163

SC Category:-01
11130500156

7.

The Candidature of 01 candidate having roll no. 71140500378, earlier selected in OBC
Category, has been shifted to UR Category as per his merit.
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The selection of the above 07 candidates (UR-05, OBC-01, SC-01) shall be further
lubject to thorough verification of the candidature of the candidate by the User
Department including the identity of the candidate. Further, the User department
shall arrange measurement of physical standards, i.e., Height and Chest and also
checking of defect or deformity (including bowJegged, Knocked Knees, Flat feet,
etc.) of the candidates as per the requirements of the RRs, which has not been
done by the DSSSB, before issue of appointment order.

9.

The selection of the above 07 candidates (UR-05, oBC-01, sc-01) shall further be
subject to genuineness of the documents on the basis of which they have claimed to
have fulfilled all the eligibility conditions as prescribed in the RRs and terms and
conditions of the advertisement inviting application and subject to thorough
verification of their identity with reference to their photograpis,
signature/handwriting, etc. on the application form, admission certificate, etc. The
Candidature of the hbove candidates are liable to be cancelled by the user
department also, in case the candidates are found not to be fulfilling the terms and
conditions of the advertisement inviting applications for the said -post code. The
Competent Authority of the Department concerned shall issue the appointment letter
to the candidates after being satisfied about their eligibility ;; down in the
recruitment rules and after verification of the correctness of the information
furnished in the application form and the documents related to Educational
Qualification, Age and other essential certificates.
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The User Department shall also get the SC/ST/OBC certificates verified from the
issuing authority before his /her appointment. Further, in case of OBC Candidates, it
may also be verified that the candidate does not belongs to creamy layer of the
schedule of Govt. of India, DOPT O. M. No. 360l2/22/93-Estt. (SCT) dated
08/09[7993 O. M. No. 36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res) dated 09/03/2004 and OM No.
36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res) dated 1.4110/2008 and OM No. 360331t/2013-Estt. (Res) dated
2T 0s/ 2013 and L3/05/ 2017 .
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The Competent Authority of the Department concerned shall issue the appointment
letters to the candidates after being satisfied about his/her eligibility as laid down in
the Recruitment Rules and after verification of the correctness of the information
furnished in the application form and the documents related to education

qualification, age and other essential certificates as per Government of India
instructions issued in this regards vide MHA OM No. 429/54-RPS,l9lL1'/54.

74
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The User Department shall ensure that the appointment made is in conformity
with DOPT guidelines and instructions of Govt. issued from time to time.
Mere inclusion of the name of candidate in the result notice does not confer any right
upon the candidate over the post unless the appointing authority is satisfied after

such enquiry as may be considered necessary that the candidate is suitable in all
respect for appointment to the Post.
L6.
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While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the DSSSB reserves the
right to rectify errors and omissions, if any detected at any stage.
The result is subject to the outcome of the court cases, if any, pending in various
courts related to this post.
The category wise marks scored by the last candidate provisionally nominated are
under:Category
Marks
obtained

UR

OBC

SC

133.59

776.92

97.28

ST
77.44

EXSM
82.31,

\-

as

.t

79.

The recruitment process for the Post Warder under Post Code 62/75 is closed.
Further, the Wait List panel of the candidates shall be valid up to 10 / 10 / 2020.

20.

This issues with the prior approval of the Competent

Authority.
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